Notes on Selected 2021 Classes
American Sports Cars (ASC)
Our American Sports Cars class is reserved for the following marques and models:
• Chevrolet Corvette
• Cunningham
Note – ASC Marques Reassigned for 2021 only
• Ford Thunderbird 1955-57 is a separate class (FO3)
• Shelby Cobra is included in Ford Import (FO4)
American Muscle Cars (AM)
Our American Muscle Car class is reserved for factory-built, high performance cars
manufactured between 1964 and 1973. Some exceptions for the model year are made on a
case-by-case basis. The below list are the more common muscle cars, but this is by no means a
complete list.
American Motors
Scrambler, high performance Rebels, high performance and 4-seat Javelins.
Buick
Grand Sport
Chevrolet
All SS models and Z/28 Camaros. All COPO models.
Dodge
Charger R/T, Daytona, Challenger R/T and AAR, Super Bees and Dart GTS. All Hemi models.
Ford
Fairlane GT, Torino GT and all high-performance, 4-seat Mustangs including Mach 1 & Boss
models.
Mercury
Cyclones and all high-performance Cougars.
Plymouth
Road Runner, Superbird, GTX, ‘Cuda. All Hemi models.
Oldsmobile
442
Pontiac
GTO, Formula Firebird and Trans Am

CCCA Approved Classics
Please refer to
https://new.classiccarclub.org/approved-classics

for the definitive list of eligible marques and models.

Preservation Class
The best preservation car or motorcycle is an unrestored and original vehicle which has been
properly maintained in good operating condition. It is also a vehicle that is a model year 1987 or
older. Vehicles that are seriously deteriorated barn finds or static non-running displays are not
normally eligible for preservation judging. Please refer to http://icjag.org/preservationjudging-guidelines/ for a fuller explanation of selection and judging.

Special Displays
Special Displays, as the name suggests, bring together a select group of vehicles that illustrate
an important element in the history and evolution of motor vehicles. We curate these classes,
which are by invitation only. Please contact registration@hillsboroughconcours.org if you wish
to have your vehicle considered. To broaden the scope of these displays, by default the vehicles
are not judged. These are the Special Displays for 2020:
SD2
Ford v Ferrari
Ford’s attempt to improve its image by having a successful racing program led to the
development and campaigning of the legendary GT40. The bitter and personal rivalry
between Ford and Ferrari, which focused on winning the 24 Hours of Le Mans, became well
known to the public as a result the recent movie, Ford versus Ferrari. This display will
include relevant cars related to these marques.
SD3
Super Cars
Supercars are high-performance street-legal sports cars. This by-invitation display will
showcase a select group of the most exciting examples of recent vintage.
SD4
Ragtime Racers
Automobile racing began the moment the second car was completed. The Ragtime Racers
are a collection of mainly pre-war (that’s World War I) racecars that bring back the thrill of
the early days of auto racing.
SD5
Ford Thunderbird Evolution
Celebrating all things Ford in 2021, this by-invitation display will showcase the evolution of
the Thunderbird from its inception to today.

